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“A city is authentic if it can 
create the experience of origins. 
This is done by preserving 
historic buildings and districts, 
encouraging the development 
of small-scale boutiques and 
cafés, and branding 
neighborhoods in terms of 
distinctive cultural identities.” 
Zukin, Sharon. Naked City (p. 
3). Oxford University Press. 
Kindle Edition.
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"Place is security, space is freedom: we are attached to the one and long 
for the other." Yi-Fu Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspectives of 
Experience (1977)

“Space becomes a place when it is used and lived. Experience is at the 
heart of what place means.” Tim Cresswell, International Encyclopedia of 
Human Geography, Volume 8 (2009)



Harper’s Monthly declared, “A man 
born in New York forty years ago 
finds nothing, absolutely nothing, of 
the New York he knew.” Zukin, 
Sharon. Naked City (p. 9). Oxford 
University Press. Kindle Edition.





“Manhattanization” signifies everything in a city that is not thought to be authentic: 
high-rise buildings that grow taller every year, dense crowds where no one knows 
your name, high prices for inferior living conditions, and intense competition to be 
in style. Zukin, Sharon. Naked City (p. 2). Oxford University Press. Kindle Edition.



“[Mass production] is most commonly associated with the production of large quantities of standardized 
goods using assembly-line techniques. It was the introduction of this approach to industrial production that 
transformed much of twentieth-century manufacturing, and supported the flood of goods into consumer 
markets is most commonly associated with the production of large quantities of standardized goods using 
assembly-line techniques. It was the introduction of this approach to industrial production that transformed 
much of twentieth-century manufacturing, and supported the flood of goods into consumer markets." Ian 
Miles, Encyclopedia of Consumer Culture



“Global consumer culture is driven by the extension of businesses organized around market principles into 
every corner of the planet. Global consumer culture is “at one and  the same time, ideology and social process, 
as something continuously made and remade through constantly shifting relations, practices, and 
technologies” of market mediation." “Global Consumer Culture,” in Encyclopedia of International Marketing, 
Jagdish Sheth and Naresh Maholtra, eds., Eric J. Arnould



“Yet each form of commercial culture 
constructs a new form of authenticity 
that anchors the claim of new groups to 
live and work in that space. Consumers’ 
tastes, backed by other resources, 
become a form of power. “ Zukin, 
Sharon. Naked City (pp. 28-29). Oxford 
University Press. Kindle Edition. 



Like everyone else, investors, developers, and officials are also influenced by the flow of ideas and 
strategies—“traveling ideas,” as the urban planning researchers Malcolm Tait and Ole Jensen, call 
them. These ideas may respond to specific demands in one city or another, or they may just stir 
people’s interest. When they are applied in one city after another, though, they lead to 
“McGuggenization.” Sharon Zukin, Destination Culture: How Globalization makes all Cities Look the 
Same 

“Authentic architecture is always about life; man's existential experience is the prime subject matter of 
the art of building. To a certain degree, great architecture is also always about architecture itself, about 
the rules and boundaries of the discipline itself. But today's architecture seems to have abandoned life 
entirely and turned into a pure architecture fabrication.” Juhani Pallasmaa, 'Identity, Intimacy and 
Domicile: Notes on the Phenomenology of Home, 1995

"Art must give suddenly, all at once, the shock 
of life, the sensation of breathing.“
Constantin Brancusi



–

“I argue that we cannot consider power to control urban spaces, usually seen as the economic power 
of capital investors and the legal power of the state, without considering the cultural power of the 
media, including new media such as wikis and blogs, and that of consumers’ tastes. All of these 
factors now shape the struggle to control the city’s future.” Zukin, Sharon. Naked City . Oxford 
University Press. Kindle Edition.



Claiming authenticity becomes prevalent at a time when identities are unstable and people are 
judged by their performance rather than by their history or innate character. Under these 
conditions, authenticity differentiates a person, a product, or a group from its competitors; it 
confers an aura of moral superiority, a strategic advantage that each can use to its own benefit. 
Zukin, Sharon. Naked City . Oxford University Press. Kindle Edition.



"I define the Creative Class to include people in science and 
engineering, architecture and design, education, arts, music and 
entertainment whose economic function is to create new ideas, 
new technology, and new creative content. " Richard Florida, The 
Rise of the Creative Class



“The British geographer Loretta Lees calls this process “super-gentrification.” But 
when one neighborhood after another goes upscale and new residents are not just 
fixing up old houses and lofts but also moving into newly built luxury condos and 
mom-and-pop stores are replaced by bank branches, trendy restaurants, and brand-
name chains, we’re looking at more than a single trend of gentrification. Neil Smith 
calls this “gentrification generalized.” I think that it is really a broad process of re-
urbanization, with changes that loosen the grip of old industries and their ways of 
life and expand the space taken up by white-collar men and women and their 
preoccupation with shopping and other kinds of consumption; bringing new 
residents, their tastes, and their concerns into the city’s mix; and creating not just an 
economic division but a cultural barrier between rich and poor, young and old. This 
is what happens when a city loses its soul.” Zukin, Sharon. Naked City (p. 9). Oxford 
University Press. Kindle Edition.



“’Origins’ refers not to which group settled in a neighborhood earliest; that would be difficult if 
not ridiculous to prove, since every city is built up of layers of historical migrations. “Origins” 
suggests instead a moral right to the city that enables people to put down roots. This is the right 
to inhabit a space, not just to consume it as an experience. Authenticity in this sense is not a 
stage set of historic buildings as in SoHo or a performance of bright lights as at Times Square; it’s 
a continuous process of living and working, a gradual buildup of everyday experience, the 
expectation that neighbors and buildings that are here today will be here tomorrow. A city loses 
its soul when this continuity is broken.” Zukin, Sharon. Naked City (pp. 5-6). Oxford University 
Press. Kindle Edition.





“Simplicity is not an end in 
art, but one arrives at 
simplicity in spite of oneself, 
in approaching the real 
essence of things... simplicity 
is at bottom complexity and 
one must be nourished on its 
essence to understanding it 
significance." - Constantin 
Brancusi

Juhani Pallasmaa: The Complexity of Simplicity -
Tthe Inner Structure of the Artistic Image



“That is why the Slow philosophy can be summed up in a single word: balance. Be fast when it makes sense to be 
fast, and be slow when slowness is called for. Seek to live at what musicians call the tempo giusto — the right 
speed.” Carl, Honore, In Praise of Slow




